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Global Suppliers of Dry Bulk Material and Liquid Process
Equipment Selects Colonial Seal as their Premier Supplier
Westville, NJ - Colonial Seal Company, the New Jersey based specialty distributor of
standard and custom sealing solutions is pleased to announce that several businesses have
utilized our custom PTFE seals in their bulk material and liquid processing equipment.
Customers chose PTFE seals supplied by Colonial Seal over competing offerings to
increase equipment efficiency and reduce their procurement and inventory costs. The use of
these Colonial Seal products highlights the company’s ability to supply quality, cost
effective, specialty sealing solutions to OEM’s in demanding industries such as process
feeders, supercritical chemical processing and pharmaceutical equipment manufacturing.
Sales Manager of Colonial Seal Company, Katrina Mackey, added “over the last year we
have greatly expanded our specialty seals product offering into the pharmaceutical,
chemical processing and food processing industries. We routinely supply seals in FDA and
3A Sanitary complaint materials such as Virgin PEEK, Modified Teflon, Silicone and
Stainless Steel. This latest customer acquisition is one of the companies in the food
processing industry that require seals for unique processing challenges meeting FDA
compliance. Still another company, a recent new customer in the chemical processing
industry uses our seals in an extremely hazardous environment. Both companies recognized
the cost savings, improved efficiency and production time of working with Colonial Seal.
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Colonial Seal Co. works closely with OEM’s to ensure that the process of material selection,
first article sampling, production, application and after production service meets their
rigorous demands. The adoption of PTFE seals by these customers has solidified Colonial
Seal’s growing profile as a supplier of specialty sealing solutions and confirms us as the
premier

distributor

of

custom

sealing

solutions,”

continued

Ms.

Mackey.

Founded in 1994, Colonial Seal Co. is headquartered in a 20,000 sqft facility in Westville,
New Jersey. Colonial Seal Co. is a specialty distributor of oil & grease seals, hydraulic
seals, rotary shaft seals, rubber molded products and gaskets. Colonial Seal Co. is a Veteran
Owned, Small Business Supplier to the US Government. Through a global network of
manufacturers, Colonial Seal can produce custom seals designed for a client’s unique
sealing applications. Colonial Seal Company is ISO 9001:2008 certified.
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